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1. INTRODUCTION. The NP-internal word order exhibits differences cross-linguistically, and is well 
studied in Germanic and Romance languages. This issue has not yet received attention it deserves in 
the study of Slavic languages, wherein bare adjective modifiers (or non-predicative As) are 
predominantly prenominal.  

2. TWO GROUPS OF APPROACHES. Several existing accounts of NP-internal adjective placement can 
be subdivided into two groups: 

(i) accounts in which post-N placement of adjectives is derived by N(P)-raising within the universal 
underlying structure (Cinque 1994 and later; Bosque&Picallo 1996, Rutkowski&Progovac 2005, 
Laenzlinger 2000, 2005a,b; Rutkowski 2007, Trugman 2007, Punske 2009); 

(ii) accounts in which pre-N and post-N placements of adjectives stem from different base 
generation sites (Bouchard 1998, 2002 and later; Trugman in press; CP&T 2009, to appear).  

The first group of accounts employ either head movement (Cinque 1994, R&P 2005, Rutkowski 
2007, Trugman 2007) or phrasal movement (Cinque 2005), or both (Laenzlinger 2000, 2005a,b) to 
get the correct placement of modifiers and their proper interpretation. The NP-raising option was 
proposed in Cinque (2005) to get the 'mirror image' ordering of post-N adjectives in Romance, and 
their correct scopal relations with pre-N adjectives. Yet the question is—does the modified 
movement approach by Cinque (2005) provide a less stipulative analysis of different patters of 
adjectival modification than the representational approach by Bouchard (2002)?  

3. POLISH CLASSAS POSE PROBLEMS FOR THE MOVEMENT APPROACH. In our talk we discuss 
Polish classificatory adjectives (ClassAs), which are analyzed in Cinque (2005) as phrasal, non-
restrictive and hence non-predicative direct modifiers. First, we show that there seems to be no 
evidence for phrasal nature of Polish ClassAs, which undermines Cinque's claim that direct 
modifiers are phrasal and merge in Specs of FPs above NP (cf. Sadler&Arnold 1994, Lamarche 
1991, Bouchard ibid., Pereltsvaig 2007). As shown in (1a-c), Polish ClassAs lack such adjectival 
properties as gradability, adverbial modification or ability to take complements/ adjuncts (cf. Levi 
1976, Fábregas 2007). 

Second, Cinque (2005, 2009) claims that several direct modifiers might be swappable only 
when one of them can be predicative and hence merged higher in the NP projection as  
a reduced relative. However, this is not always true in Polish, as shown in (2-3), where both 
modifiers are non-predicative, yet can swap their mutual position. 

A third problem with movement analysis concerns the optionality vs. obligatoriness of NP-
raising. In contrast to most Romance languages, some Polish ClassAs may appear bi-directionally, 
as in (4a-b), which is taken to signal the optional movement across ClassAs. However, as Cinque 
acknowledges, the trigger for optional NP-raising remains to be understood.   

4. CONCLUSION. We demonstrate that the movement approach to various placement of As succeeds 
at the cost of multiple complex movement/ merge mechanisms, which need to be augmented by 
such traditional devices as contrastive stress, coordination, ‘heavy’ constituent dislocations, among 
others. It appears that a way too encompassing derivational mechanism is insufficient by itself and a 
base-generation analysis with various dislocations stemming from the same pragmatic 
considerations appears more economic and less stipulative. 
 
EXAMPLES: 
(1) a. nocny nightADJ; *bardziej nocny more nightADJ; *najbardziej nocny the most nightADJ 
 b. *msza bardzo żałobna mass very memorial 
 c. *niedźwiedź brunatny na grzbiecie bear brown on its spine 

(2)  a.  mundur  myśliwski  galowy b.  mundur  galowy  myśliwski 
  uniform  hunterADJ  paradeADJ  uniform  paradeADJ   hunterADJ 
  ‘a hunter’s parade uniform’ 
(3) a. ?*mundur myśliwski, który jest galowy b.  * mundur galowy, który jest myśliwski 
  ‘a hunter’s uniform which is parade’  ‘a parade uniform which is hunter’s’ 



(4) a.  lampa  naftowa  b. naftowa  lampa  
  lamp  oilADJ   oilADJ  lamp 
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